Chinese whispers (Stille Post) via Zoom
This idea is about changing and designing the Zoom-background upon a
certain topic. In the end we will end up with maybe a totally new subject.

Example round:
1. Person 1 (P1) designs the first Zoom-background
with a message or question. Person 2 (P2) will reply to that with an illustration and upload it to the
Zoom-session.

4. Now both people, P2 and P3 meet up at Zoom
with their backgrounds. P2 screenshots the session.

2. Then P1 and P2 meet up at Zoom, P1 will take a
screenshot of the interface with both people in front
of the backgrounds (Question -> Answer).

5. So the person that initiates the meeting always
has to take a photo of this session and send it to
Nina.

3. In the second round P2 delivers the illustration
from the first round to P3. P3 now needs to design
what comes up to his/her/their mind when seeing the
illustrated Zoom-background, or what he/she/they
think it is about (can be a new question/a topic/a
word).

Please keep in mind to always stick to the frame
of text/question/topic <- -> illustration/graphics/
photo so there is kind of a change between written and illustrated work!!

FYI: the screenshot needs to be taken in fullscreenmode on Zoom as you see above.
FYI: Please feel free to do what you would like to
in front of your background. If you do not want to
be seen you can also turn around or put your hand
in front of your face. Would be amazing to see you
though!!

FYI: To set up your own background just hover over
your own screen and click on the three appearing
dots.
FYI: If the initiating person does not have a
Zoom-account, you can use mine, just let me know!

